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G-factor models such as the bifactor model and the hierarchical G-factor model are increasingly applied
in psychology. Many applications of these models have produced anomalous and unexpected results that
are often not in line with the theoretical assumptions on which these applications are based. Examples
of such anomalous results are vanishing specific factors and irregular loading patterns. In this article, the
authors show that from the perspective of stochastic measurement theory anomalous results have to be
expected when G-factor models are applied to a single-level (rather than a 2-level) sampling process. The
authors argue that the application of the bifactor model and related models require a 2-level sampling
process that is usually not present in empirical studies. We demonstrate how alternative models with a
G-factor and specific factors can be derived that are more well-defined for the actual single-level
sampling design that underlies most empirical studies. It is shown in detail how 2 alternative models, the
bifactor-(S ⫺ 1) model and the bifactor-(S·I ⫺ 1) model, can be defined. The properties of these models
are described and illustrated with an empirical example. Finally, further alternatives for analyzing
multidimensional models are discussed.
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ture research using PsycINFO revealed 249 hits for the search term
“bifactor or bi-factor” for the period 2009 –2014, but only 24 hits
for 2003–2008, five hits for 1997–2002, and even only 44 hits for
the whole period from 1937–1996. Many researchers from quite
different areas are using this approach to model the multidimensional structure of their data. The applications are not limited to the
analysis of cognitive abilities, but cover many different areas of
psychology. Examples are the measurement of quality of life
(Garin et al., 2013), well-being (Chen, Jing, Hayes, & Lee, 2013),
and psychopathology (Urbán et al., 2014), just to mention a few.
The bifactor model and related G-factor models are typically
applied in situations in which different domains of a construct are
assessed by multiple observed variables. The domains can, for
example, be different life domains for the assessment of life
satisfaction. The different domains can also be different contexts
as they are considered, for example, in the testlet approach. According to Wainer, Bradlow, and Wang (2007) a testlet is “a packet
of test items that are administered together” (p. 44). For example,
in research on text comprehension different text passages are
presented with different items. A group of items referring to one
text passage is a testlet. The text passage is the context. Researchers are often interested in the general reading comprehension
ability that is not specific to a specific text passage.
The bifactor model has many advantages that make its application attractive. For example, it enables researchers to decompose
an observed test score variable into three components: (a) The
general factor, (b) specific factors, and (c) measurement error. It
allows estimating the reliability of measurements and decomposing the true score (i.e., error-free) variance into components due to
general and specific effects. These coefficients reflect, for exam-

The analysis of G-factor structures has a long tradition in
psychology going back to Spearman’s (1904) seminal article titled
“General intelligence,” objectively determined and measured. In
this article, Spearman concluded that “all branches of intellectual
activity have in common one fundamental function (or groups of
functions), whereas the remaining or specific elements of the
activity seem in every case to be wholly different from that in all
the others” (p. 284). The idea that each cognitive ability represents
a general ability and a specific component that is not shared with
other abilities has strongly influenced intelligence research over
the last 110 years. This idea has also had a strong impact on
psychometric theory and modeling. In 1937, Holzinger and Swineford developed the bifactor method of factor analysis as an approach that enables researchers to separate a general factor from
uncorrelated factors that are specific to a group of tests that
measure the same ability domain (specific factors) through analyzing correlations of different ability scales.
Although the bifactor approach is rather old, it has only become
very popular in recent years (Reise, 2012). For example, a litera-
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ple, the degree to which an intellectual performance is due to a
general trait or to a more specific ability. It also allows testing
specific hypotheses about the structure of the correlations of different observed variables. Besides these more conceptual advantages, the bifactor model also has some technical advantages, in
particular, when the observed variables are categorical. Full information maximum likelihood estimation methods for item factor
analysis are usually restricted to a small number of factors because
the dimensionality of the integrals increase with the number of
factors and becomes intractable with a higher number of factors.
However, the specific structure of the bifactor model in which an
observed variable is decomposed only into two factors makes it
possible to use efficient maximum likelihood estimation methods
for parameter estimates independently of the number of specific
factors considered. This is due to the fact that these estimation
procedures only require a chain of two-dimensional integrals and
not integrals of higher dimensionality (see Cai,Yang, & Hansen,
2011, for a deeper discussion).
Despite these advantages and the high popularity of bifactor
models, however, “many conceptual as well as technical issues in
the application of bifactor models remain poorly understood in the
psychometric and assessment communities” (Reise, 2012, p. 669).
Indeed, many applications of the bifactor model and related
G-factor models in recent years revealed anomalous results—
anomalous results that were even found in the very first applications of the bifactor method presented by Holzinger and Swineford
(1937). These anomalous results, which we describe in detail in the
next section, have led us to question the appropriateness of the
bifactor model and related G-factor models for many types of
applications in psychological research.
In this article, we take a closer look at these anomalous results
and application problems and discuss potential reasons why these
problems might occur. We focus on models of confirmatory factor
analysis because these models are now the most often applied
models for analyzing G-factor structures; we review alternative
approaches (e.g., principal component analysis, aggregation approach) in the Discussion section. We show that from the perspective of stochastic measurement theory (SMT; Eid, 1996; Steyer,
1989) the proper application of bifactor and related models requires a two-level sampling design—a design that is not present in
most substantive applications of these models. By using an example from latent state-trait theory, we clarify under which conditions
the application of a traditional bifactor model and related G-factor
models is justified. We conclude that the typical applications of
G-factor models require different models. We explain how SMT
can be used to define alternative G-factor models. We present
these alternative models in detail and illustrate them with an
empirical example. Finally, we discuss further alternatives to
G-factor models.
In our presentation, we focus on the conceptual problems and do
not consider all statistical methods for analyzing bifactor structures
that have been developed in recent years. The conceptual problems
we discuss are related to the general structure of the model in
combination with the area of application, and they are not related
to a specific statistical method (such as estimation or rotation
methods). For an overview of these more practical issues see, for
example, Brunner, Nagy, and Wilhelm (2012), Cai, Yang, and
Hansen (2011), Reise (2012), Reise, Moore, and Haviland (2010)
as well as Reise, Moore, and Maydeu-Olivares (2011).

Overview
The article is organized as follows. First, we explain the basic
structure of the bifactor and hierarchical G-factor models as the
two most prominent approaches for the analysis of a G factor and
specific factors. Then, we discuss some anomalous, but common
results found in applications of these models. In the next step, we
discuss some additional conceptual issues and give an introduction
to the basic idea of SMT. We show that from the perspective of
SMT, the factors in the bifactor model are only well-defined in the
case of a two-step sampling procedure (two-level structure). This
two-level structure requires the interchangeability of the different
domains of a construct that are supposed to measure a common G
factor. We explain that in the majority of applications the measurement design or types of domains do not meet this requirement.
We demonstrate how alternative models with a G factor and
domain-specific factors can be derived that are more well-defined
for the actual single-level sampling design that underlies most
empirical studies that currently use the bifactor or related approaches. These alternative models differ from the traditional
bifactor and hierarchical G-factor model in some important ways.
We explain what a G factor and specific factors mean in these
alternative models and describe how these insights can guide
future research. We present an application of the alternative models to the study of emotion intensity. Finally, we discuss further
alternatives for measuring G and specific factors.

G-factor Models of Confirmatory Factor Analysis
There are two general G-factor models of confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) that are widely applied (Brunner, Nagy, & Wilhelm, 2012): The bifactor model (Holzinger & Swineford, 1937),
which is sometimes also referred to as nested factor model, and the
higher-order G-factor model, which is also called hierarchical
G-factor model (Gustafsson & Balke, 1993). A bifactor model for
three domains and three indicators per domain is depicted in
Figure 1. In the bifactor model, there is a general factor (G) that is
assumed to influence all observed variables. In addition, there is
one specific factor (Sk; k ⫽ 1, . . . , K; K: number of facets) for each
domain. These specific factors were called group factors by Holzinger and Swineford (1937). Indicators that pertain to the same
domain load onto the same specific factor (in addition to their
loadings on G). Finally, there is a residual variable εik for each
observed variable Yik (i ⫽ 1, . . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i
belonging to domain k). The specific factors are assumed to be
uncorrelated with all other specific factors as well as with G. The
residual variables are assumed to be uncorrelated with (a) each
other, (b) G, and (c) all latent Sk. This model represents Spearman’s (1904) basic idea of a general factor and uncorrelated
specific factors.
The hierarchical G-factor model is depicted in Figure 2. In this
model, there is one first-order factor for each domain (Fk). In
addition, there is a general second-order factor (G) having an
influence on all first-order factors. The latent residuals Sk indicate
the specific part of a domain factor Fk that is not determined by the
general factor G. The residual variable εik of an observed variable
Yjk indicates the unique part of an observed variable that is not
shared with the other observed variables. All residual variables Sk
and εik are uncorrelated with each other as well as with G. When
there are only three domains this model is equivalent to a first-
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Figure 3. Multidimensional CFA model with three correlated first-order
domain-specific factors (Fk) and three indicator variable Yik per domain.
εik: error variables; ik: specific domain factor loadings k ⫽ 1, . . . , K; K:
number of domains; i ⫽ 1, . . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i belonging to
domain k. For simplicity, not all parameters and variables are labeled.
Figure 1. Traditional bifactor model with one general factor (G), three
specific factors (Sk) and three observed variables Yik per domain. εik: error
variables, Gik: G-factor loadings, Sik: specific factor loadings k ⫽ 1, . . . , K;
K: number of domains; i ⫽ 1, . . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i
belonging to domain k. For simplicity, not all parameters and variables
are labeled.

order correlated-factors model without a G-factor (see Figure 3). In
the case of more than three domains the hierarchical G-factor
model is more restrictive. The hierarchical G-factor model is
formally equivalent to the testlet model (Rijmen, 2010), a model
that has been developed for analyzing testlets (Wainer et al., 2007).
Conceptually, the variables Sk represent the specific part of a
domain that is not due to the general factor in both types of models
(see Figure 1 and 2). The two models are not generally equivalent.
However, if one puts some specific restrictions on the bifactor
model the two models can be defined in such a way that they are
equivalent and that the G and Sk variables are exactly the same in
both models (Mulaik & Quartetti, 1997; Rijmen, 2010; Yung,

Figure 2. Hierarchical G-factor model with one general factor (G), three
first order domain-specific factors (Fk) and three observed variables Yik per
domain. εik: error variables, Sk: latent domain-specific residuals, ␥k:
G-factor loadings, ik: specific domain factor loadings k ⫽ 1, . . . , K; K:
number of domains; i ⫽ 1, . . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i belonging to
domain k. For simplicity, not all parameters and variables are labeled.

Thissen, & McLeod, 1999). Besides these two types of models,
there are other models such as the two-tier model (Cai, 2010), in
which there are different general factors for different domains
(groups) of measures. In the present article, we focus on the
bifactor model, because it is generally less restrictive than the
hierarchical G-factor model and currently the most widely applied
model.

Anomalous Results
Applications of bifactor models frequently result in anomalous
results or even in improper solutions. We consider results as
anomalous when they are not in line with the general structure of
the bifactor or the hierarchical G-factor model. Many applications
report that at least one specific factor Sk had a negative variance
estimate, a positive but nonsignificant variance estimate, and/or a
full set of nonsignificant factor loading estimates (e.g., Brown,
Finney, & France, 2011; Chen, West, & Sousa, 2006). In addition,
in some cases specific factors are found to be correlated. These
results are in contrast to the basic idea of the models (and related
psychological theories) that each domain of a construct and each
valid indicator of a domain can be decomposed into a general
factor having an influence on all domains and a specific factor
being unique to a domain and uncorrelated with other domains. We
explain in detail later why we consider such empirical results to be
problematic.
In order to illustrate the frequency of problems encountered in
bifactor models, we conducted a more in-depth literature search of
recently published bifactor applications. A PSYCInfo search of
studies using the bifactor approach published between 2013 and
2014 revealed 143 articles for the search terms “bi-factor” or
“bifactor” (in all fields). Out of these articles, 82 articles presented
applications of a bifactor model of confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA). About 61% (n ⫽ 50 articles) of the articles included in our
search showed anomalous results (see Tables 1–3 for a list of
articles that showed anomalous results). This is a lower bound as
not all articles with applications provided sufficient information
(e.g., tests of significance of factor loadings or variances) required
for evaluating the applications in detail.
We found that about 16% (n ⫽ 13) of the studies reported at
least one specific factor variance estimate as not significantly
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Table 1
Studies Published in 2013/2014 in Which One or More Facet-Specific Factors Did Not Have a
Significant Variance Estimate
Construct

Authors

Arithmetic, learning, and reading
Client-centered care
Cognition
Depression
Intelligence
Internet addiction
Maladaptive cognitive intrusions
Motivation for educational attainment
Psychopathological symptoms
Psychotic experiences
Verbal fluency and creativity

Norwalk, diPerna, and Lei (2014)
Muntinga, Mokkink, Knol, Nijpels, and Jansen (2014)
Gavett, Crane, and Dams-O’Connor (2013)
Blanco et al. (2014)
Beaujean, Parkin, and Parker (2014); Booth et al. (2013)
Watters, Keefer, Kloosterman, Summerfeldt, and Parker (2013)
Meyer and Brown (2013)
Cham, Hughes, West, and Im (2014)
Tackett et al. (2013); Urbán et al. (2014)
Betts, Williams, Najman, Scott, and Alati (2014)
Silvia, Beaty, and Nusbaum (2013)

different from zero. In about 48% (n ⫽ 39) of the applications
irregular loading patterns occurred in which loadings on specific
factors and/or the general factor did not differ significantly from 0. In
about 5% (n ⫽ 4) of applications, some or all specific factors were
correlated.

Vanishing Specific Factors
One unexpected result when applying bifactor models is when
one or more specific factors vanish empirically. This is the case

when a specific factor has a variance estimate that is not significantly different from zero or that is even negative. Studies published in 2013 and 2014 with this unexpected result are presented
in Table 1. Beaujean, Parkin, and Parker (2014), for example,
proposed a model with one G-factor and five specific factors
(verbal comprehension, visual spatial, fluid reasoning, working
memory, processing speed) for the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children. They found that the specific factors for fluid reasoning
and working memory were not necessary for explaining the cova-

Table 2
Studies Published in 2013/2014 in Which Some Indicators Did Not Load Significantly on Facet-Specific Factors
Construct
Anxiety
Anxiety and depression
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
Behavioral risk
Burnout
Callous-unemotional traits
Career motivation
Caregiver interaction behavior
Dark triad (narcissism, psychopathy, Machiavellianism)
Depression
Disgust
Emotional disorders
Emotional distress
Ethnic identity
Fatigue
Foreign language listening
Inclusive practices of teachers
Interpersonal sexual objectivation
Irritability
Loneliness
Medically unexplained syndromes
Motivation for educational attainment
Psychological well-being
Psychopathological symptoms
Quality of life
Reasoning
Strength and difficulties
Sun protection behavior
Susceptibility to emotional contagion
Teacher-child interactions
Youth antisocial behavior

Authors
Balsamo et al. (2013); Gomez (2013)
Burns, Höfer, Curry, Sexton, and Doyle (2014); Luciano, Barrada, Aguado, Osma, and
García-Campayo (2014)
Burns, de Moura, Beauchaine, and McBurnett (2014); Gomez, Kyriakides, and Devlin
(2014)
diStefano, Greer, and Kamphaus (2013)
Mészáros, Adám, Szabó, Szigeti, and Urbán (2014)
Byrd, Kahn, and Pardini (2013)
Deemer, Smith, Thoman, and Chase (2014)
Colwell, Gordon, Fujimoto, Kaestner, and Korenman (2013)
Jonason, Kaufman, Webster, and Geher (2013)
Brouwer, Meijer, and Zevalkink (2013); Young, Hutman, Enggasser, and Meesters (2014)
Olatunji, Ebesutani, Haidt, and Sawchuk (2014)
deSousa, Zibetti, Trentini, Koller, Manfro, and Salum (2014)
Hyland, Shevlin, Adamson, and Boduszek (2013)
Yap et al. (2014)
Varni, Beaujean, and Limbers (2013)
Cai (2013)
Park, Dimitrov, Das, and Gichuru (2014)
Davidson, Gervais, Canivez, and Cole (2013)
Burke et al. (2014)
Grygiel, Humenny, Rebisz, Switaj, and Sikorska (2013)
Witthöft, Hiller, Loch, and Jasper (2013)
Cham, Hughes, West, and Im (2014)
Chen, Jing, Hayes, and Lee (2013)
Urbán et al. (2014)
Garin et al. (2013); Zheng, Chang, and Chang (2013)
Primi, Rocha da Silva, Rodrigues, Muniz, and Almeida (2013)
Kóbor, Takács, and Urbán (2013)
Tripp et al. (2013)
Lo Coco, Ingoglia, and Lundqvist (2014)
Hamra, Hatfield, Pianta, and Jamil (2014)
Tackett, Daoud, de Bolle, and Burt (2013)
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Table 3
Studies Published in 2013/2014 in Which Some Indicators Did
Not Load Significantly on the G-Factor
Construct

Authors

Irritability
Callous-unemotional traits
Strength and difficulties
Tinnitus acceptance

Burke et al. (2014)
Byrd et al. (2013)
Kóbor et al. (2013)
Weise, Kleinstäuber, Hesser, Westin, and
Andersson (2013)

riances of the observed variables. A similar result was found in the
very first application of the bifactor model by Holzinger and
Swineford (1937) who postulated a bifactor model with four
specific factors for mental abilities. Holzinger and Swineford
found only three specific factors to be substantial. In addition, two
of the observed variables had loadings only on the G-factor, but
not on the hypothesized specific factor. One might argue that this
is not a problem as the general factor could be interpreted in terms
of this domain representing a particularly good indicator of G.
However, only in very few studies the presence of fewer than K
specific factors was expected by theory and modeled accordingly
(for exceptions see, e.g., Tackett et al., 2013; Watters, Keefer,
Kloosterman, Summerfeldt, & Parker, 2013). In almost all studies
this result was unexpected and at odds with the basic idea that each
domain of a multidimensional construct represents a combination
of a common G-factor and a specific factor.

Irregular Loading Patterns
A frequently observed result in our review was that loadings of
different indicators on a given specific factor often differ strongly,
with some indicators having very small loadings, non-significant
loadings, or even negative loadings. Examples are listed in Table
2. In most cases, this result is at odds with a researcher’s expectation that all variables should load positively and significantly on
all factors. This result is often unexpected because the loading
pattern for the same data may be regular when a simpler model
with correlated domain-specific first-order factors (and no G factor) is considered. In many studies that report both a model with
correlated first-order factors and a bifactor model the loading
pattern on at least one of the specific factors changes strongly. For
example, Davidson, Gervais, Canivez, and Cole (2013) analyzed
the Interpersonal Sexual Objectification Scale with a CFA model
with three correlated first-order factors and a bifactor model. In the
first-order factor model the standardized factor loadings on the
body evaluation factor ranged between .71 and .85, indicating a
relatively high homogeneity of the indicators of this construct. In
the bifactor model, however, the standardized factor loadings on
the specific body evaluation factor ranged between .07 and .72,
indicating a high degree of heterogeneity. This result is theoretically unexpected because one would expect similar loading patterns in both the correlated first-order factor model and the bifactor
model. Another frequently seen result is that not all indicators load
on the G-factor, which is usually unexpected as well. Examples are
given in Table 3.
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Correlated Specific Factors
Another anomalous result is that specific factors are not independent from each other as is postulated in the bifactor model and
a priori hypothesized by many researchers applying the bi-factor
model. Examples can be found in Table 4. If specific factors are
correlated there are additional sources of common variance in
addition to the G-factor (e.g., minor factors). This is in contrast to
most G-factor theories.
In summary, our literature review showed that anomalous results are quite common in applications of the bifactor approach.
We think that the frequency with which these issues occur warrants a critical evaluation of the bifactor model (and related models) for analyzing G-factor structures in the research areas in which
they are typically applied. This does not mean that the bifactor
model and related models are generally inappropriate. However, as
we show later in this paper, the application of such models requires
different measurement designs than the ones that are traditionally
used. Besides the anomalous empirical results there are conceptual
problems that have not been sufficiently addressed in the literature
so far. These issues are described in the next section.

Conceptual Problems
Psychometric Meaning of G and Specific Factors
One important question is what the G-factor and the specific
factors mean from a psychometric perspective. A traditional assumption is that the G-factor is a “common factor” that has an
influence on all domains of a multidimensional construct. The
specific factors are considered “residualized factors” (Reise, 2012,
p. 691). This would imply that the means of the specific factors
have to be zero in bifactor models, because residuals in regression
theory have means of zero by definition (e.g., Steyer, 1988).
However, Chen, West, and Sousa (2006) mention as an advantage
of the bifactor model that the means of the G-factor as well as the
specific factors can be compared between groups (of individuals)
if measurement invariance between groups can be established. But
what is the meaning of specific factors and the G-factor if all
factors can have means differing from zero? If their means are
estimated, should these factors still be interpreted in the same way?
Under which conditions is it reasonable to allow the means of
specific factors to differ from zero? Or is this not reasonable at all?

(Non-)Invariance of the G Factor Across
Different Sets of Domains
If the G-factor represents a meaningful construct, its influence
on the different domains as well as the loadings on the specific
Table 4
Studies Published in 2013/2014 With Correlated
Facet-Specific Factors
Construct

Authors

Intelligence
Irritability
Male role norms
Strengths and difficulties

Watkins and Beaujean (2014)
Burke et al. (2014)
Levant, Hall, and Rankin (2013)
Kóbor et al. (2013)
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factors should not change when a researcher adds or removes
individual domains (Reise, 2012). That means, for example, that
the G-factor of intelligence should stay the same (i.e., “general”)
when one takes out four of 10 domains of intelligence. From a
conceptual perspective this assumption is very reasonable. If there
is a general ability why should its influence on a specific domain
change when other domains are taken out? Reise (2012), however,
found that the G factor loadings can change when domains are
removed. This causes some conceptual problems, as it means that
G factors as measured in the bifactor and related models are not
generally invariant across different sets of domains used to measure them. This can cause problems, for example, in literature
reviews or meta-analyses that summarize data from different studies or in so-called conceptual replications in which different domains were used to measure a given G factor, because the G
factors may not be comparable across studies. How can a G-factor
model be defined in such a way that the influence of the G-factor
on specific domains does not depend on the presence or absence of
other domains in the model?

Correlations Between G and Specific Factors
Brunner et al. (2012) mentioned as a limitation of the bifactor
approach that general and specific factors are assumed to be
mutually uncorrelated. Allowing correlations between the G-factor
and specific factors would change the meaning of the G-factor and
the specific factors and can cause identification problems. Under
which conditions would it make sense to estimate a correlation
between the G-factor and specific domains or are such correlations
not reasonable at all?

Correlations Between Specific Factors
Based on the empirical finding of nonzero correlations between
specific factors, some authors have proposed bifactor models in
which all specific factors are correlated (e.g., Levant et al., 2013).
But what does a G-factor mean if all domains are correlated
indicating that there is a common source of variance in addition to
G? Under which conditions would it make sense to have (some)
correlated specific factors or is this assumption not reasonable at
all?
In the next section, we show how SMT can guide researchers in
finding answers to these fundamental questions that we consider of
high importance for applying and interpreting the results of the
bifactor model and related models in psychology. Moreover, we
demonstrate that SMT can help understand why anomalous results
can occur.

Basic Ideas of Stochastic Measurement Theory
In models of confirmatory factor analysis it is assumed that the
covariances of the observed variables can be explained by latent
variables. In most applications these latent variables are based on
theoretical considerations without making it explicit how these
variables can be formally defined using probability theory. However, factors in CFA are commonly considered to be random
variables (e.g., Bollen, 1989). For example, some estimation methods in confirmatory factor analysis (such as maximum likelihood
estimation) require that the latent variables follow a multivariate

normal distribution. In probability theory, random variables assign
values to the elements of a sample space (e.g., Hays, 1994). For
example, if one tosses a coin there are two possible outcomes
(head, tail). Therefore, the sample space ⍀ consists of two elements: ⍀ ⫽ {head, tail}. A random variable Y assigns values to the
elements  of the sample space, for example, the value 1 to head
and the value 0 to tail: Y(head) ⫽ 1 and Y(tail) ⫽ 0.
In order to understand the meaning of the values of a random
variable one has to know the sample space and the assignment rule.
The sample space characterizes the random experiment, that
means, the procedure that leads to the possible outcomes. The
sample space ⍀ ⫽ {head, tail} characterizes the random experiment “tossing a coin.” If factors are supposed to be interpreted as
random variables, the sample space on which they are defined has
to be explicated. This is necessary in order to understand what the
values of a factor mean. This argument is important for the present
considerations, because—as we show later on—not all factors in
CFA can be defined as random variables. That is, there can be
CFA models in which the factors are not random variables and
hence not well-defined in the sense of SMT. In cases in which this
is not possible, it remains an open question what the factors mean
and whether the model considered is a reasonable model.
Although it is relatively uncommon for researchers to think
about these issues when specifying and testing factor models, the
history of psychometrics has shown that taking the approach of
explicitly defining latent variables as random variables can help
clarify important misconceptions about psychometric theories and
about measurement models. For example, Novick (1966) has
shown how the random experiment underlying classical test theory
(CTT) can be explicated and in which way the variables of CTT
can be explicitly defined. The aim of his article was to “show that
classical test theory may be placed on a firm theoretical foundation, that its necessary assumptions are very weak and hence
generally satisfied” (p. 1). His article was motivated by the fact
that CTT suffered “from some imprecision of statement so that,
from time to time, controversies arise that appear to raise embarrassing questions concerning its foundations” (p. 1).
In our view, the field is currently in a similar situation regarding
the bifactor model and other related G-factor models. Many researchers apply these models, because they find them intuitively
plausible for modeling multidimensional constructs. These models
seem to fit the basic theoretical assumption of a general factor
underlying different domains of a multidimensional construct in
addition to specific factors that are specific to a domain. However,
from the perspective of SMT, the G-factor in bifactor and related
models is a formally well-defined random variable only if a very
specific type of random experiment is considered. Similar to
Novick (1966), who clarified the measurement theoretical foundations and assumptions of CTT, we would like to place the bifactor
model “on a firm theoretical foundation” (p. 1). We show that
many conceptual problems can be resolved (and anomalous empirical results understood) by taking this approach.
SMT is a theory that shows how latent variables can be defined
as random variables on a well-explicated sample space. Defining
the models of CTT as stochastic measurement models, for example, made it possible to clarify what assumptions have to be made
to define the variables and what the consequences of these definitions are. In particular, key properties of the true score and error
variables could be derived. For example, it could be shown that the
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uncorrelatedness of the true score and the error variables are not
assumptions, but logical consequences of defining the true score as
an expected value (Zimmerman, 1975, 1976). Similarly, it could
be shown that the expected value of an error variable in CTT is
always zero by definition. Moreover, important measurement theoretical questions concerning the uniqueness and meaningfulness
of latent variables could be clarified (Steyer, 1989). Using the
concepts of conditional expectations (Steyer, 1988; Zimmerman,
1975, 1976) it could be shown that models of CTT are formally
equivalent to models of item response theory (IRT) and that they
have testable consequences (Steyer, 1989; Steyer & Eid, 2001).
This made it possible to integrate CTT and IRT into a common
psychometric framework such as the generalized linear item response theory (Eid & Schmidt, 2014; Mellenbergh, 1994).
In the next section we show how the factors of a multidimensional factor model with domain-specific first-order factors (without a G-factor) can be defined as random variables on a set of
possible outcomes. We then show how G-factor models can be
defined. This has strong implications for the application and interpretation of the bifactor model and related G-factor models. We
then show how alternative models for G-factor structures can be
defined. This approach leads to the definition of bifactor models
that are in line with many of the anomalous results found in
empirical applications. From the point of view of SMT these
results have to be expected for theoretical reasons. For didactical
reasons, we only refer to the set of possible outcomes and not to
the whole probability space (for the definition of probability
spaces see, e.g., Steyer, 1988, 1989; Zimmerman, 1975). We start
with a single-level sampling process and continue with a two-level
sampling process.
SMT has some similarities with generalizability theory (GT;
Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972). In generalizability
theory different facets (here termed GT-facets) that have an influence on observed variables are considered. In GT, a researcher has
to decide explicitly whether a level of a GT-facet is randomly
sampled from a universe of units (random effects) or whether a
level of a GT-facet is not randomly selected from a universe but
selected by the researcher according to some criteria (fixed effects). For example, consider two researchers who are interested in
the assessment of mathematical abilities. Researcher A randomly
selects four items from a universe consisting of all multiplication
tasks that are possible for two two-digit numbers. Researcher B
formulates one addition task, one subtraction task, one multiplication task and one division task. In the case of Researcher A
the items are interchangeable. Consequently, differences between
items (item effects) are random. In the case of Researcher B the
items are not interchangeable, but structurally different. Item effects are fixed effects. The distinction between random and fixed
effects has important consequences for the definition of variance
components (e.g., generalizability coefficients). In GT different
designs can be considered in which GT-facets can be crossed
and/or nested. Similar to GT, SMT also requires to explicitly
formulate whether a unit of a domain is randomly selected or fixed.
It also allows decomposing an observed variable into different
components and defining variance components. However, SMT
also differs from GT in some important ways. In particular, SMT
deals with some limitations of GT that have been formulated by
Hunter (1968) and Werts, Linn, and Jöreskog (1974). According to
Hunter (1968) the assumptions on which models of GT are based
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are often not explicitly described, mathematical proofs are missing, and the sampling theory is not well explicated. According to
Werts et al. (1974) CFA allows to consider less restrictive measurement models than GT in the case of multiple items. SMT can
be considered as an extension of GT by integrating Hunter’s
(1968) and Werts et al.’s (1974) approaches. Because of the strong
similarities between GT and SMT and because many researchers
might be more familiar with GT than with SMT we will also refer
to concepts of GT when we introduce the basic concepts of singleand two-level sampling processes.

Single-Level Sampling Process
In the single-level sampling process, observational units u (e.g.,
individuals) are randomly selected from a set ⍀U of possible
observational units u. Then, scores of these observational units on
different items or scales are registered. For example, a researcher
interested in the intensity of negative emotions might ask individuals to rate with which intensity they experience emotions of fear,
anger, shame, and sadness. Because measurement error cannot be
avoided in the measurement of most psychological attributes, the
recorded outcomes are considered to stem from a set of possible
outcomes ⍀Mi for a measurement (item or scale) i (Novick, 1966;
Zimmerman, 1975). If there are p different items or scales, the set
of possible outcomes (⍀) of this random experiment can be defined in the following way (Eid & Koch, 2014; Steyer, 1989):
⍀ ⫽ ⍀U ⫻ ⍀M1 ⫻ . . . ⫻ ⍀Mi ⫻ . . . ⫻ ⍀M p .

(1)

In order to define latent variables, two mappings are required
(Steyer, 1989). The mapping pU : ⍀ ¡ ⍀U maps the possible
outcomes into the set of observational units. The mapping Yi :
⍀ ¡ ⺢ maps the possible outcomes of item or scale i into the set
of real numbers (⺢). These general concepts apply to both continuous and categorical observed variables. For simplicity, we explain the concepts for continuous observed variables. Given that
bifactor models for dichotomous and ordinal observed variables
have gained increasing interest in IRT and many applications (e.g.,
Cai, 2010, 2015; Cai et al., 2011; Cho, Cohen, & Kim, 2014;
DeMars, 2006, 2013; Gibbons et al., 2007; Gibbons & Hedeker,
1992; Han & Paek, 2014; Jeon, Rijmen, & Rabe-Hesketh, 2013,
2014; Liu & Thissen, 2014; Yang et al., 2013), we show in the
Appendix how the latent variables of G-factor models can be
properly defined for ordinal response variables.

Definition of Latent Variables
in Classical Test Theory
The latent factors underlying continuous observed variables in a
CFA model can be defined on the basis of true score variables as
defined in CTT (Eid & Koch, 2014; Steyer, 1989). A true score
variable i of an item or scale i is defined as the conditional
expectation of Yi given the person variable pU : i ⫽ E(Yi | pU). A
value E(Yi | pU ⫽ u) of the true score variable is the outcome that
is expected for a specific individual u and a specific item or scale
i. The measurement error variable εi is defined as the difference
between the observed variable Yi and the true score variable i:
εi ⫽ Yi ⫺ E(Yi | pU).
The true score variables can be used to define factors in CFA
models as random variables on the same probability space. For
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example, if one assumes that all true score variables belonging to
different items or scales i and j are linear functions of each other (i ⫽
␣ij ⫹ ij j), a common factor  can be defined as a linear function of
an arbitrary true score variable. This has the advantage that the
common factor is defined as a random variable on a well-explicated
sample space. For example, if one defines  ⫽ 1 the common factor
 equals the true score variable of the first item or scale, with that true
score variable itself being well-defined as 1 ⫽ E(Y1 | pU). This
definition of the common factor  implies the following equation for
the unidimensional (congeneric) measurement model: i ⫽ ␣i ⫹ i
with ␣1 ⫽ 0 and 1 ⫽ 1. This unidimensional model is related to the
Person ⫻ Item design of GT. The GT-facet persons is considered
random, the GT-facet items is considered fixed.

Definition of Latent Variables:
Multidimensional Models
A multidimensional CFA model with multiple correlated firstorder factors (see Figure 3) can be defined by making the assumption that only true score variables that belong to the same domain
of a multidimensional construct are linear functions of each other
(Eid & Koch, 2014). If the index k represents the specific domain,
the multidimensional factor model is defined by the assumption
ik ⫽ ␣ijk ⫹ ijkjk, which is equivalent to the assumption ik ⫽
␣ik ⫹ ikk. That means that there is a common factor for each
domain with a congeneric measurement model within domains.
For example, if one sets ␣1k ⫽ 0 and 1k ⫽ 1, the common
domain-specific factor k is the true score variable of the first
indicator pertaining to this domain. In the one-factor model as well
as the multidimensional factor model, it is assumed that all error
variables εi are uncorrelated. This multidimensional model is related to the Person ⫻ Constructs design of GT with items nested
within constructs. The GT-facet persons is random, the GT-facets
constructs and items are fixed.
Based on SMT it is easy to define common first-order factors
that are related to different groups of observed variables as functions of the true score variables. This ensures that the common
factors are random variables on a well-explicated random experiment. These factors are clearly defined as true score variables or
functions of true score variables. In order to define a common
higher-order factor (as in the hierarchical G-factor model; see
Figure 2) or a G-factor (as in the bifactor model; see Figure 1) as
a random variable based on the single-level random experiment
explained so far, it would have to be shown that these factors can
be expressed as functions of the true score variables. This, however, does not seem to be possible (Eid & Koch, 2014). At least,
we did not succeed in defining the latent variables of the models
presented in Figures 1 and 2 as random variables on a well
explicated set of possible outcomes.
In order to define G-factors in addition to first-order domain factors
a two-level sampling process is required. It will become clearer why
the G-factor and the specific factors in Figures 1 and 2 cannot be
defined as random variables based on a single-level sampling process
after we present the two-level sampling process.

Two-Level Sampling Process
In order to define G factors in the way it is done in the bifactor
approach, a more complex type of random experiment has to be

considered. With respect to the different domains of a construct,
the domains have to be randomly chosen from a set of possible
domains. Whereas the domains are considered levels of a fixed
GT-facet in the terminology of GT in the single-level sampling
process, they are considered levels of a random GT-facet in the
two-level sampling process. We will refer to a design where
domains are nested within individuals first, and we will then
briefly discuss a design in which individuals and domains are
crossed. In the nested design domains are randomly chosen from a
set of domains for an individual that has been selected from a set
of individuals. That means that the randomly selected domains
differ between individuals. For testlet research this would mean
that different individuals have to work on different testlets (e.g.,
text passages). Another example for a nested design is when
examiners grade different essays (e.g., in writing ability research).
In clinical psychology, researchers might be interested in phobic
reactions to spiders and randomly select spiders from a set of
spiders whereas the spiders differ for different individuals. The
nested design is also used in longitudinal data analysis such as in
latent state-trait (LST) theory (Eid, 1996; Steyer, Mayer, Geiser, &
Cole, 2015; Steyer, Schmitt, & Eid, 1999; Steyer, Ferring, &
Schmitt, 1992). Consider, for example, a researcher who is interested in the stability of mood across time. He randomly selects a
sample of individuals and measures each individual’s mood with
multiple indicators on two occasions of measurement. He assumes
that the individuals are in different (inner) situations on different
occasions of measurement. The (inner) situations differ between
individuals. He wants to separate a stable component (the mood
trait) from time-specific influences by specifying a bifactor model.
The G factor would represent the stable component that could be
called mood trait or habitual mood level. The two time-specific
factors would represent the occasion-specific influences (with k
indicating the occasion of measurement or situation [instead of
domain] and K ⫽ 2 in this example). The LST model for this
application is equivalent to the bifactor model presented in Figure
1 (but with only two specific factors). According to an LST theory
of mood (e.g., Eid & Diener, 2004; Eid, Schneider, & Schwenkmezger, 1999) the occasion-specific influences are due to situational influences and/or the interaction between the individual and
the situation. This nested design is also used in multirater studies
when a randomly selected target is assessed by randomly selected
peers, where the peers differ between targets (e.g., Nussbeck, Eid,
Geiser, Courvoisier, & Lischetzke, 2009). Peers are considered as
domains. We will illustrate the random experiment of the nested
design with respect to this multiple rater example.
Based on a nested design, the G-factor and the specific factors can
be defined as random variables on the following random experiment
(Eid, 1996; Steyer et al., 1992, 1999; for simplicity, we restrict
ourselves to two domains and two items/scales per domain):
⍀ ⫽ ⍀U ⫻ ⍀D1 ⫻ ⍀M11 ⫻ ⍀M21 ⫻ ⍀D2 ⫻ ⍀M12 ⫻ ⍀M22

(2)

According to this random experiment an individual u is drawn
from a set of individuals (⍀U). This is the same as in the singlelevel random experiment discussed earlier. Then, a domain (rater)
is randomly drawn for this individual from a set of domains (raters;
⍀D1), and the outcomes on two different items or scales are
registered (elements of the sets ⍀M11 and ⍀M21). After that, a
second domain (rater) is randomly drawn for each individual and
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the scores on two items or scales are recorded. In addition to the
mappings considered in the single-level random experiment,
the mappings pD1 : ⍀ ¡ ⍀D1 and pD2 : ⍀ ¡ ⍀D2 can be defined.
They map the possible outcomes into the sets of domains (raters).
The mapping Yik : ⍀ ¡ ⺢ maps the possible outcomes of item or
scale i on occasion k into the set of real numbers. It is important to
note that according to this type of random experiment the domains
are considered interchangeable. It is related to the design of GT in
which the random GT-facet conditions (here: domains) is nested
with the random GT-facets persons and the fixed GT-facet items
either nested within conditions (if the items differ between the
conditions) or crossed with the conditions (if the items do not
differ between conditions).

Definition of Latent Variables
In this context, the true score variables are defined as ik ⫽
E(Yik | pU, pDk), and the error variables as εik ⫽ Yik ⫺ E(Yik | pU, pDk).
A value of the true score variable ik ⫽ E(Yik | pU ⫽ u, pDk ⫽ dk) is the
expected outcome of item or scale i for a specific individual u measured
with respect to a specific domain dk (rated by a specific rater). The
conditional expectation ik ⫽ E(ik | pU) ⫽ E(E(Yik | pU, pDk) | pU) ⫽
E(Yik | pU) is the latent general variable or G factor. A value E(Yik |
pU ⫽ u) of this variable is the expected outcome of an item or
scale Yik for an individual u. It is the expected value for an
individual across the different domains (raters). A value of the
residual ik ⫽ ik ⫺ ik represents the specific influences (e.g.,
rater-specific influences). In the context of a two-level sampling plan, an observed variable can be decomposed into a true
score variable and an error variable:
Y ik ⫽ ik ⫹ εik

(3)

In addition, a true-score variable can be decomposed into a
general and a specific variable:
ik ⫽ ik ⫹ ik

(4)

As a consequence, an observed variable can be decomposed into
a general variable, a specific variable and an error variable:
Y ik ⫽ ik ⫹ ik ⫹ εik

(5)

Based on these decompositions, the factors of a bifactor model
(see Figure 1) can be constructively defined as random variables.
If one assumes that all general variables ik are linear functions of
each other (ik ⫽ ␣Gijk ⫹ Gijkjk) a general factor  can be defined
as a linear function of a general variable ik that is arbitrarily
chosen. That means that it does not matter which variable ik is
taken. For example, if one defines  ⫽ 11 one obtains the equation
ik ⫽ ␣Gik ⫹ Gik with ␣G11 ⫽ 0 and G11 ⫽ 1.
It is essential to recognize that defining the general factor in this
way gives the general factor a very clear meaning. In our example,
it is the general variable of the first item/scale belonging to the first
domain (rater). In a similar way a specific factor can be defined by
assuming that ik ⫽ Sijkjk which is equivalent to the assumption
that ik ⫽ Sikk. If one chooses, for example, S11 ⫽ 1, the
specific factor 1 is the specific variable of the first item/scale Y11.
Note that there are no additive constants (intercepts) for the specific variables because they are defined as residual variables so
that their expectations are zero by definition. As a consequence of
the two assumptions according to which (a) all general variables
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are linear functions of each other, and (b) the specific variables that
are measured on the same occasion of measurement are linear
functions of each other, each observed variable Yik can be decomposed into a linear combination of a general () and a specific
factor (k) and an error variable:
Y ik ⫽ ␣Gik ⫹ Gik ⫹ Sikk ⫹ εik

(6)

This model is identical to the bifactor model. In the case of
interchangeable domains (e.g., raters) it is additionally assumed
that the intercepts and loadings do not differ between domains
(Nussbeck et al., 2009). What are the advantages of defining
general and specific factors in this way? First of all, this definition
gives the factors a clear meaning. They are functions of conditional
expectations that have a very clear meaning. It also shows in which
way factors can be defined as random variables. This helps to
avoid including factors in a CFA model that do not have a clear
psychometric meaning. Moreover, the definition of the factors has
some important consequences. Because the specific factors are
linear functions of residual variables their expected values (means)
have to be zero. Moreover, they have to be uncorrelated with the
G-factor. If one defines the factors in this way it would not make
sense to estimate means of specific factors or correlations between
general and specific factors.
Whereas the nested design has often been realized in longitudinal data analysis and multiple (interchangeable) rater studies, it is
rather unusual in other areas of psychology. In many studies
individuals do not differ in the randomly selected domains but they
were assigned the same domains and items. Domains and persons
are fully crossed (in the terminology of GT). A possible example
is a design in which at first different domains are randomly
selected from a universe of domains and then all randomly selected
individuals are exposed to the same (randomly selected) domains.
For example, in research on reading ability the text passages can be
randomly selected from a universe of text passages and all individuals have to work on the same text passages and their reading
abilities are assessed. Because the domains (text passages) are
randomly selected, a G-factor and specific factors can be defined
in the same way as in the nested model and a bifactor model can
be applied. However, because individuals and domains are fully
crossed and there are multiple observed scores for a persondomain combination also the interaction between the persons and
the domains can be identified and separated from random domain
effects. Consequently, in addition to the bifactor structure also a
random domains factor can be defined. In the terminology of
multilevel analysis this model would be a latent cross-classified
model which is more complex than the bifactor model, and will
therefore not be further considered in the present paper (for a
definition and application of such a model see Koch et al., 2016).
In summary, the above discussions show that based on a singlelevel sampling process, it is not possible to define the G-factor and
specific factors of a bifactor model. We were, however, able to
define general and specific factors when the domains are randomly
selected. This shows that the general and specific factors would not
have a clear meaning when a single-level sampling process is
considered. From the perspective of SMT, it is questionable
whether the bifactor model is a reasonable model when a singlelevel sampling design is considered. However, the above discussions make clear that a bifactor model is a very reasonable model
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if a two-level sampling process is considered. In this case both the
general and specific factors have a very clear meaning.
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Areas of Application of the Bifactor and
Related Models
What are the areas of application in which the bifactor model is
reasonable? From the perspective of SMTM, reasonable applications would be ones that involve a two-step sampling process as
described above. In other words, the different domains would have
to be considered as interchangeable (i.e., randomly chosen from a
set of equivalent domains). For example, bifactor models or related
models can be applied in multiple-rater studies when the raters are
interchangeable (i.e., Nussbeck, et al., 2009). In applications in
which domains or raters are selected truly at random from a set of
interchangeable domains or raters, we could expect the G factor to
be invariant across different sets of randomly selected domains.
In applied research, domains are typically not formally selected
from a universe of domains. However, the application of the
bifactor model would still make sense if it is reasonable to assume
that the domains are interchangeable. For example, in research on
reading comprehension using testlets the application of the bifactor
models is reasonable if the text passages (the contexts) can be
considered interchangeable. However, the application of the bifactor model might not be reasonable if the different domains
cannot be considered interchangeable, but are structurally different. For example, in Holzinger and Swineford’s (1937) first application of the model the different domains of intelligence that
were considered (spatial, mental speed, motor speed, verbal) were
not interchangeable but structurally different. We believe that in
many other applications of the bifactor model (e.g., in the applications listed in Tables 1 to 4) the domains also cannot be considered as interchangeable but are structurally different. In the case
of structurally different domains, the bifactor model might not be
appropriate. For these applications, which are based on a singlelevel sampling process, other models are required.

How can a G Factor be Defined in a Single-Level
Sampling Process?
If it is not possible to define the bifactor model based on a
single-level sampling process how can a G factor and specific
factors be constructively defined as random variables within a
single-level sampling process? There are several possibilities. We
now present two different ways that are in line with the typically
found anomalous results presented in Tables 1 and 2. The first way
is based on the idea of taking one domain as comparison standard
or reference domain to which the other domains are compared. The
second way is to take one item or scale as reference indicator to
which the other items/scales are compared.

Model With a Reference Domain:
The Bifactor-(S – 1) Model
One way to define a G factor in a single-level random experiment is to take one domain as a reference domain. Without loss of
generality, we may choose the first domain (k ⫽ 1) as reference
domain and take the first indicator of this domain (i ⫽ 1) as a
reference indicator. This choice of the reference domain and indi-

cator depends on a researcher’s theory and goals. Our starting
point is the true score variable 11. A G-factor model can be
defined by the following steps (see Table 5):
1.

We assume that all true score variables i1 belonging to
the reference domain are linear functions of the reference
true score variable 11:
i1 ⫽ ␣i1 ⫹ Gi111

2.

(7)

We assume that the regressions (conditional expectations) of all true score variables ik belonging to a nonreference domain (k ⫽ 1) on the reference true score
variable 11 are linear:
E共ik | 11兲 ⫽ ␣ik ⫹ Gik11

(8)

3.

For each domain we select the first indicator as reference
indicator and assume that all regression residuals ik ⫽
ik ⫺ E(ik | 11) belonging to the same domain k are
linear functions of the regression residual of the first
indicator: ik ⫽ Si11k. A regression residual ik represents that part of the true score variable that is specific to
the nonreference domain and cannot be predicted by the
reference domain.

4.

We assume that all error variables εik ⫽ Yik ⫺ ik are
uncorrelated.

For three domains and three indicators per domain these assumptions imply a model that is depicted in Figure 4. In this model
there is a G factor that has an influence on all items considered.
The G factor equals the true score variable 11, that is, the true
score variable of the reference indicator pertaining to the reference
domain. For each domain (with exception of the reference domain)
a specific factor is defined as a residual factor. Such a specific
factor represents that part of a domain that is not shared with the
reference domain. The residual factor equals the residual variable
of the reference indicator of the domain considered. The specific
factors can be correlated. These correlations indicate partial relationships between domains after accounting for variance that all
domains share with the reference domain. We call this model
bifactor-(S – 1) model because there is one specific factor less than
domains considered (with S ⫽ K, K: number of domains considered). This model is based on the idea of the CT-C(M – 1) model
that has been developed in the context of multitrait-multimethod
analysis (Eid, Lischetzke, Nussbeck, & Trierweiler, 2003; Eid et
al., 2008; Geiser, Eid, & Nussbeck, 2008; Nussbeck, Eid, &
Lischetzke, 2006). Mulaik and Quartetti (1997) have described
such a model for analyzing general and specific abilities, but they
assumed uncorrelated specific factors. Using SMT as the underlying theoretical framework shows that this model is a reasonable
model for analyzing a G factor and specific factors, because both
G and the specific factors can be defined as direct functions of true
score variables. However, there are only very few applications in
which such a structure has been hypothesized a priori, that is,
before the data analysis (e.g., Brunner et al., 2010; Tackett et al.,
2013; Watters et al., 2013). In most cases, such a structure was
found as a result of an empirical analysis (see Table 1).
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Table 5
Definition and Important Properties of the Bifactor-(S ⫺ 1) and Bifactor-(S·I ⫺ 1) Models
Bifactor-(S ⫺ 1) model
(1) i1 ⫽ ␣i1 ⫹ Gi111
(2) E(ik | 11) ⫽ ␣ik ⫹ Gik11

Model definition
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General model equation

(3) ik ⫽ Si11k, with
ik ⫽ ik ⫺ E(ik | 11) and k ⫽ 1
(4) Cov(εik, εjl) ⫽ 0,
for (i, k) ⫽ (j, l)
Yik ⫽ ␣ik ⫹ GikG ⫹ SikSk ⫹ εik, with
G ⫽ 11
Sk ⫽ 1k
S1 ⫽ 0
␣11 ⫽ 0
G11 ⫽ 1
S1k ⫽ 1
Si1 ⫽ 0

Consistency

Con共ik兲 ⫽

Specificity

Properties
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(3) i1 ⫽ S2121 and k ⫽ 1
(4) Cov(εik, εjl) ⫽ 0,
for (i, k) ⫽ (j ,l)
Yik ⫽ ␣ik ⫹ GikG ⫹ SikSk ⫹ εik, with
G ⫽ 11
Sk ⫽ 1k, for k ⫽ 1
S1 ⫽ 21
␣11 ⫽ 0
G11 ⫽ 1
S1k ⫽ 1, for k ⫽ 1
S21 ⫽ 1
S11 ⫽ 0
2
Var共11兲
Gik
Var共ik兲

2
Var共1k兲
Sik
Var共ik兲
Var共εik兲
Rel共Y ik兲 ⫽ 1 ⫺
Var共Y ik兲
General factor is uncorrelated with all facet-specific factors
Specific factors can be correlated
Mean values of facet-specific factors have to be 0
Meaning of the G factor will not change when adding or removing facets
The meaning of the G factor changes when the reference facet changes

The bifactor-(S – 1) model allows estimating the proportion of
variance in a nonreference domain true-score variable that is
determined by the G-factor (consistency coefficient)
2
Var(11)
Gik
.
Var(ik)

(9)

3.

The specific factors can be correlated. These correlations
are partial correlations— corrected for common influences of the G factor.

4.

The meaning of the G factor does not change when
domains are added or removed, because the G factor is
defined as the common factor of the reference domain.
As long as the indicators of the reference domain do not
change the G factor also does not change.

5.

The meaning of the G factor changes when the reference
domain changes. That means that the G factor is always
the common factor of the reference domain.

6.

The fit of the model can change when the reference
domain changes (see applications below). These differences in the fit coefficients are due to the fact that
choosing a different reference domain represents the potential item-heterogeneity in a different way. There are
two ways to handle this difference in model fit. One
possibility is to restrict the model in such a way that
the fit does not change and equals exactly the fit of the
multidimensional first-order model. Geiser, Eid, and
Nussbeck (2008) have shown how this can be done in the
context of multitrait-multimethod modeling. The second
possibility is to fit a less restrictive model to the data that
represents item heterogeneity more generally. We now
present this second approach.

The counterpart of the consistency coefficient is the specificity
coefficient:
Spe(ik) ⫽

(1) E(ik | 11) ⫽ ␣ik ⫹ Gik11
(2) ik ⫽ Si11k, with
ik ⫽ ik ⫺ E(ik | 11) and k ⫽ 1

Spe共ik兲 ⫽

Reliability

Con(ik) ⫽

Bifactor-(S·I ⫺ 1) model

2
Var(1k)
Sik
.
Var(ik)

(10)

It represents the proportion of specific variance in a nonreference domain true-score variable that is not shared with the reference true-score variable. The reliability coefficient is defined as in
other latent variable models:
Rel(Y ik) ⫽ 1 ⫺

Var(εik)
.
Var(Y ik)

(11)

This model has some important properties and gives answers to
conceptual questions that are related to bifactor models:
1.

The G factor and the specific factors cannot be correlated
because the specific factors are defined as residual factors
with respect to the G factor.

2.

The mean values of the specific factors have to be zero,
because residual factors always have means of zero by
definition.
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Figure 4. Bifactor-(S – 1) model with one general factor, two specific
factors and three observed variables Yik per domain. ik: true-score variables; ik: residual variables; εik: error variables; Gik: G-factor loadings,
Sik: specific factor loadings k ⫽ 1, . . . , K; K: number of domains; i ⫽ 1,
. . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i belonging to domain k. For simplicity,
not all parameters and variables are labeled.

is shown in Figure 5. This model differs from the bifactor-(S – 1)
model in one important way: There is now also a specific factor for
the reference domain. However, the first indicator of the reference
domain (the reference indicator for the G factor) is not allowed to
have a loading on a specific factor. Hence, this model includes one
specific factor loading less than the total number of indicators
considered. If there is an equal number of items per domain there
are in total S·I observed variables (indicators). Therefore, we call
this model bifactor-(S·I – 1) model.
The model has the same properties as the bifactor-(S – 1) model,
and the factors have the same meaning. The only difference is that
there is one specific factor more in the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model.
This model explains why in many applications of the conventional
bifactor approach one loading is missing on at least one specific
factor. According to the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model, one measured
variable serves as a marker or “gold standard” measure for G and
therefore does not load onto a specific factor. The difference
between the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model and empirical applications
with close-to-zero loadings is that the marker indicator is chosen a
priori based on theory in the model, whereas it is data-driven in
applications in which one or more indicators do not load significantly onto a specific factor. In the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model
consistency, specificity, and reliability coefficients can be calculated in the same way as in the bifactor-(S – 1) model.

Applications
Model With a Reference Indicator:
The Bifactor-(S·I – 1) Model
A less restrictive G-factor model that allows a higher degree of
item heterogeneity can be defined by the following steps: We assume
that the first domain (k ⫽ 1) serves as reference domain and that
the first indicator of the reference domain (Y11) serves as reference
indicator. All nonreference true score variables ik (i, k) ⫽ (1, 1) are
linearly regressed on the true score variable 11 that pertains to the
first indicator of the reference domain:
E(ik | 11) ⫽ ␣ik ⫹ Gik11
1.

(13)

For the reference domain we take the second indicator as
a further reference indicator and assume that all regression residuals i1 ⫽ i1 ⫺ E(i1 | 11) belonging to the
reference domain (k ⫽ 1) are linear functions of the
regression residual of the second indicator:
i1 ⫽ S2121 (i ⫽ 1)

3.

(12)

For each nonreference domain we select the first indicator (Y1k, k ⫽ 1) as reference indicator and assume that all
regression residuals ik ⫽ ik ⫺ E(ik | 11) belonging to
the same domain k are linear functions of the regression
residual of the first indicator:
ik ⫽ Si11k

2.

We now illustrate the two new approaches with an analysis of
nine items measuring the intensity of negative emotions with
respect to three emotion groups: (a) anger (items: anger, fury,
rage); (b) depression (items: depression, sorrow, unhappiness); and
(c) guilt (items: guilt, shame, embarrassment). Participants were

(14)

We assume that all error variables εik ⫽ Yik ⫺ ik are
uncorrelated.

We refer to this model as the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model (with S ⫽
K, K: number of domains considered). An example of the bifactor(S·I – 1) model for three domains and three indicators per domain

Figure 5. Bifactor-(S·I – 1) model with one general factor, three specific
factors and three observed variables Yik per domain. ik: true-score variables; ik: residual variables; εik: error variables; Gik: G-factor loadings,
Sik: specific factor loadings k ⫽ 1, . . . , K; K: number of domains; i ⫽
1, . . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i belonging to domain k. For simplicity,
not all parameters and variables are labeled.
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asked to assess the intensity with which they usually experience
this emotion on a scale with four response categories (very weakly,
rather weakly, rather strongly, very strongly). The items stem from
a longer list of 28 emotions. For didactical reasons we selected
only these nine emotions. The sample consisted of N ⫽ 482
individuals (Trierweiler, Eid, & Lischetzke, 2002).
Many emotion psychologists might be tempted to fit a bifactor
model to the data. It could be hypothesized that there is a general
disposition of emotional intensity that has an influence on all
emotions in addition to specific anger, depression, and guilt factors. However, from a psychometric point of view a traditional
bifactor model does not make sense in this application, because the
three emotions are not randomly selected from a universe of
interchangeable emotions. Instead, the emotions are clearly distinct and should be viewed as “fixed factors.” As a consequence,
the bifactor-(S – 1) and -(S·I – 1) models should be more appropriate for these data.
Because the item responses were on a 4-point rating scale, we
applied CFA estimation methods suitable for ordered categorical
(ordinal) variables. We show in the appendix how the specific
models presented in this article can be properly defined for ordinal
response variables on the basis of SMT. For the present application, it is sufficient to know that in CFA models for ordinal
response variables it is assumed that there is a continuous response
*
variable Y ik
underlying each observed ordinal response variable
*
Yik. The response variable Y ik
is decomposed into a linear combination of the general factor and specific factors in the same way as
in the models for continuous observed variables. However, for
identification reasons all intercepts have to be fixed to 0 (see
Appendix for details). The WLSMV estimator for categorical
observed variables was applied (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 –2012).
We used the THETA parameterization because this parameterization is in line with the formulation of the CFA model as a model
of item response theory (see Appendix). All analyses were done
using the computer program Mplus Version 7.3 (Muthén &
Muthén, 1998 –2012).

Multiple Correlated First-Order Factor Model
A multiple correlated first-order factor model with three domain
factors as depicted in Figure 3 fit the data well 2(24, N ⫽ 482) ⫽
44.03, p ⫽ .01; RMSEA ⫽ 0.04; CFI ⫽ 0.99. The loading
parameters as well as the variances and covariances of the factors
are given in Table 6. All items had substantial loadings all of
which were significantly different from zero (p ⬍ .01). The correlations between the latent factors were as follows: ˆ (anger,
depression) ⫽ .33, ˆ (anger, guilt) ⫽ .30, ˆ (guilt, depression) ⫽
.56. All latent correlations were significantly different from zero
(p ⬍ .01). The correlations show that all factors were significantly
correlated, but that the correlation between guilt and depression
was stronger than the correlations between anger and the other
emotions.

Traditional Bifactor Model
An application of the traditional bifactor model did not converge
for these data. An in-depth analysis of the convergence problems
showed that Mplus did not succeed in estimating the loading
parameters of one indicator (shame) appropriately (the loading
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Table 6
First-Order Factor Model: Estimated Loading Parameters as
Well as Variances, Covariances, and Correlations (Standard
Errors Are Given in Brackets)
Item
Factor I
Anger
Fury
Rage
Factor II
Depression
Sorrow
Unhappiness
Factor III
Guilt
Embarrassment
Shame

Anger
Depression
Guilt

Factor loadings

Standardized factor loadings

1.000
2.631 (0.606)
1.820 (0.261)

0.595 (0.040)
0.890 (0.035)
0.803 (0.033)

1.000
0.929 (0.145)
1.006 (0.159)

0.710 (0.039)
0.684 (0.039)
0.712 (0.035)

1.000
1.134 (0.245)
1.133 (0.234)

0.549 (0.056)
0.598 (0.056)
0.597 (0.051)

Anger

Depression

Guilt

0.549 (0.114)
0.243 (0.055)
0.148 (0.042)

0.326 (0.056)
1.017 (0.225)
0.368 (0.077)

0.304 (0.064)
0.555 (0.056)
0.432 (0.127)

Note. Variances are diagonal, covariances are subdiagonal, and correlations are superdiagonal. Standard errors are given in parentheses.

parameter estimate was getting increasingly large and the estimated variance of the corresponding specific factor was getting
very low). This is in line with our new bifactor models derived
from SMT, in which one indicator (or the entire set of indicators
pertaining to a specific domain) have loadings only on G, but not
on a specific factor.

Bifactor-(S – 1) Model
We now present an application of the bifactor-(S – 1) model to
our data example in which we used anger as a reference domain.
Anger was chosen as a reference domain, because anger represents
a more externalizing emotion, whereas depression and guilt are
more internalizing emotions. The Mplus syntax for this model is
presented in Appendix A.5.1. The model fit the data well, 2(20,
N ⫽ 482) ⫽ 27.57, p ⫽ .12; RMSEA ⫽ 0.03; CFI ⫽ 1.00. The
better fit of this model compared to the multiple correlated firstorder factor model is due to the fact that the bifactor-(S – 1) model
is better able to take item heterogeneity into account.
In the model, we fixed the loadings of the first indicators of each
domain to 1. Hence, the reference indicator is the item anger. The
G factor in this model represents anger intensity. The specific
depression factor measures the deviations of the error-free depression scores from the values expected on the basis of the anger
intensity variable. A positive score on the specific depression
factor would indicate that a person experiences feelings of depression more intensively than one would expect given her or his anger
intensity score. A negative value would represent a lower depression intensity than one would expect given the person’s anger
intensity score. The meaning of the specific guilt factor can be
interpreted in the same way. The estimated factor loadings, variances, covariances, and the coefficients of consistency and specificity are presented in Table 7 and Table 8.
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Table 7
Bifactor-(S – 1) Model With the Anger Domain as Reference Domain: Estimated Loading Parameters, Consistency and Specificity
Coefficients as Well as Variances, Covariances, and Correlations of the Factors (Standard Errors are Given in Parentheses)
Item

G-factor
loadings

Standardized
G-factor loadings

Anger
Fury
Rage
Depression
Sorrow
Unhappiness
Guilt
Embarrassment
Shame

1.000
2.671 (.616)
1.821 (.260)
.512 (.114)
.444 (.103)
.360 (.119)
.370 (.095)
.327 (.095)
.187 (.099)

.593 (.040)
.891 (.034)
.802 (.033)
.274 (.049)
.242 (.049)
.173 (.053)
.235 (.053)
.195 (.051)
.100 (.052)

S-factor
loadings

1.000
.974 (.157)
1.302 (.236)
1.000
1.302 (.292)
1.780 (.453)

These coefficients show that the anger factor could only
explain a rather small amount of variance in the two other
emotion domains (see Table 7). The highest consistency values
were found for guilt and depression, the lowest for shame and
unhappiness. The correlation of the two specific factors (ˆ ⫽
.49; p ⬍ .01) shows that the guilt and depression domains had
more in common than could be explained by the anger factor.
This means that there was a rather strong tendency for people
who experience guilt more (or less) intensely than would be
expected based on their anger intensity scores to also experience depression more (or less) intensely than would be expected
based on their anger intensity.
We also estimated the model with depression as the reference
domain. The fit of this model version was also good, 2(20, N ⫽
482) ⫽ 33.01, p ⫽ .03; RMSEA ⫽ 0.04; CFI ⫽ 0.99. For guilt as
reference facet the fit was: 2(20, N ⫽ 482) ⫽ 40.60, p ⬍ .01;
RMSEA ⫽ 0.05; CFI ⫽ 0.99. These differences in the fit coefficients are due to the fact that the multidimensional first-order
model showed some misfit. This misfit was a result of the indicators of one domain not being perfectly homogeneous. Choosing a
different reference domain represents the item heterogeneity in a
different way.

Bifactor-(S·I – 1) Model
In applying the bifactor-(S·I – 1) to our data one has to take into
consideration that each domain had three indicators in this application. As a consequence, the specific factor of the reference
domain had only two indicators in this application. In this case, the
model is only identified if the specific factor pertaining to the
reference domain is correlated with at least one other specific
Table 8
Bifactor-(S-1) Model With the Anger Domain as Reference
Domain: Variances (Diagonal), Covariances (Subdiagonal), and
Correlations (Superdiagonal) Between the General Factor (GAnger) and the Specific Factors (S-Depression, S-Guilt)
(Standard Errors are Given in Parentheses)
G-Anger
G-Anger
S-Depression
S-Guilt

S-Depression

S-Guilt

.542 (.112)
.751 (.177)
.221 (.054)

.490 (.060)
.272 (.087)

Standardized
S-factor loadings

Consistency

Specificity

.630 (.044)
.626 (.042)
.737 (.040)
.449 (.057)
.551 (.061)
.677 (.063)

1
1
1
.159
.130
.052
.215
.111
.021

0
0
0
.841
.870
.948
.785
.889
.979

factor (or external variable included in the model). When the
correlations of this specific factor with other variables in the model
are close to 0, this can cause empirical underidentification and
estimation problems. Because this was the case in some versions of
the present model, we fixed both loadings on the specific reference
factor to 1 to ensure the identification of the model.
The bifactor-(S·I – 1) model also fit our empirical example well.
With the anger item used as reference indicator, the fit was: 2(17,
N ⫽ 482) ⫽ 29.60, p ⫽ .03; RMSEA ⫽ 0.04; CFI ⫽ 0.99. With
the depression item used to define the specific reference domain
factor, the fit was 2(16, N ⫽ 482) ⫽ 19.79, p ⫽ .23; RMSEA ⫽
0.02; CFI ⫽ 1.00. However, the variance of the specific factor of
depression was estimated to be negative indicating that this represented an overfactorization and that the bifactor-(S – 1) model
should be chosen for the anger reference domain, given that all
versions of the bifactor-(S – 1) model resulted in proper solutions
and showed an appropriate fit. Only when guilt was chosen as
reference domain the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model showed a superior fit
compared with the bifactor-(S – 1) model: 2(17, N ⫽ 482) ⫽
26.28, p ⫽ .07; RMSEA ⫽ 0.03; CFI ⫽ 0.99. The Mplus syntax
for this model is presented in Appendix A.5.2. The superiority of
the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model in this case also makes sense from a
substantive point of view. The additional specific factor is a shame
factor as the items shame and embarrassment have loadings on this
factor and these two emotions differ from guilt. These applications
show that the very general bifactor-(S·I – 1) model should only be
applied in cases in which the additional specific factor makes sense
from a substantive point of view.
The estimated coefficients are presented in Table 9 and Table
10. The consistency coefficients were relatively large for shame,
embarrassment, sorrow and depression. This shows that the intensity of guilt is strongly related to these emotions and more weakly
to anger. However, the specificity coefficients of shame and embarrassment were also substantial indicating that a specific factor
for the reference domain was necessary. The correlations of the
specific factors were small and not significantly different from 0
(ˆ depression-anger ⫽ .06; ˆ depression-shame ⫽ ⫺.06; ˆ anger-shame ⫽
–.16). Therefore, a model without correlations of specific factors
also fitted the data very well, 2(20, N ⫽ 482) ⫽ 27.49, p ⫽ .12;
RMSEA ⫽ 0.03; CFI ⫽ 1.00. In this model, the standard errors of
the G-factor loadings were smaller (between 0.14 and 0.44) showing that omitting nonsignificant correlations between the specific
factors can improve the precision of estimating G-factor loadings.
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Table 9
Bifactor-(S·I – 1) Model With the Item Guilt as Reference Indicator: Estimated Loading Parameters as Well as Variances,
Covariances, and Correlations (Standard Errors are Given in Brackets)
Item

G-factor loadings

Standardized
G-factor loadings

S-factor loadings

Standardized
S-factor loadings

Consistency

Specificity

Guilt
Embarrassment
Shame
Anger
Fury
Rage
Depression
Sorrow
Unhappiness

1.000
1.065 (.586)
1.008 (.562)
.502 (.289)
1.457 (.927)
.943 (.492)
1.016 (.555)
1.040 (.490)
1.015 (.619)

.537 (.122)
.508 (.130)
.488 (.130)
.258 (.086)
.362 (.119)
.376 (.098)
.457 (.119)
.498 (.094)
.427 (.139)

1.000
1.000
1.000
3.315 (1.110)
1.665 (.221)
1.000
.749 (.166)
1.221 (.351)

.426 (.148)
.432 (.148)
.530 (.054)
.847 (.065)
.683 (.062)
.542 (.111)
.432 (.110)
.618 (.112)

1
.587
.561
.192
.154
.233
.416
.571
.323

0
.413
.439
.808
.846
.767
.584
.429
.677

Discussion
Bifactor and similarly structured CFA models are frequently
used to study multidimensional data, and the use of such models
has recently been advocated (Reise, 2012). At the same time,
empirical applications of such models frequently produce anomalous results that can challenge the intended a priori interpretation
of the factors and cause interpretation problems. From the perspective of SMT, the latent variables in traditional bifactor and
related G-factor models cannot be defined as random variables on
a well explicated random experiment when only a single-level
sampling design is considered. This sheds new light on applications of these models in psychology. From the scope of SMT many
of the anomalous results encountered in empirical applications in
fact have to be expected when domains are not randomly selected
or when they cannot be considered interchangeable. Based on
SMT, it is clear that for single-level sampling designs, models with
one specific factor less than domains considered— or models with
a reference indicator that does not load onto a specific factor—are
more appropriate than traditional bifactor approaches. Only these
reduced model versions allow researchers to specify G and specific
factors as functions of well-defined true score variables. Therefore,
we recommend applying the two alternative models instead of the
more traditional models that cannot be defined on the basis of
SMT when the research design is characterized by a single-level
sampling process. Selecting one reference domain or one reference
indicator might lead to a model that is even less restricted, as
correlations between the specific factors are allowed and have a
clear meaning as partial correlations in these models.

Table 10
Bifactor-(S·I-1) Model With the Item Guilt as Reference
Indicator: Variances (Diagonal), Covariances (Subdiagonal),
and Correlations (Superdiagonal) Between the General Factor
(G-Guilt) and the Specific Factors (S-Shame, S-Anger,
S-Depression) (Standard Errors are Given in Brackets)
G-Guilt
G-Anger
S-Shame
S-Anger
S-Depression

.406 (.258)

S-Shame

S-Anger

.323 (.228) ⫺.155 (.322)
⫺.058 (.100)
.430 (.109)
⫺.024 (.200)
.028 (.099)

S-Depression
⫺.055 (.484)
.056 (.184)
.590 (.277)

There is an important difference between the traditional bifactor
model and the bifactor models we have presented. In our models,
different domains are contrasted against a reference domain. To
understand this difference, consider an example from medicine. Let’s
assume that a physician has measured both height and weight with
two measures each. The height and weight indicators are strongly
correlated. A proponent of the classical bifactor approach might
model a traditional G factor and two specific factors, one for weight
and one for height. He might call the G factor “constitution.” But what
would the G factor “constitution” measure, and what would a G-factor
score represent? In which way would the knowledge that a person has
a large or a low constitution score help the physician to make a
decision about a treatment? A proponent of the bifactor-(S – 1) model
might choose the height domain as reference to define a G factor and
model a specific factor for weight. The G factor has now a very clear
meaning—it represents individuals’ height corrected for measurement
error. The specific weight factor also has a clear meaning. It indicates
whether a person has a higher or lower weight than one would expect
given the person’s height. This knowledge would clearly help the
physician to make a decision about a treatment. Indices used in
medicine—such as the body mass index—are based on such ideas.
They are not built on ideas of general “constitution” factors.
The application of the bifactor-(S – 1) model and the bifactor(S·I – 1) model is especially reasonable when one of the domains
considered is particularly outstanding and thus a clear candidate
for a reference domain. In intelligence research, this could be a
domain that is important for most or all other domains, for example, fluid intelligence. In satisfaction with life studies this could be,
for example, the domain “satisfaction with the self.” We have
shown that the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model can be used if the indicators
of the reference domain are not unidimensional.
The newly proposed bifactor models are one possibility to deal
with modeling multidimensionality in the case of a single-level
sampling process. There are, however, several alternatives:
1.

The researcher could simply use a model with (psychometrically well-defined) correlated domain-specific firstorder factors without integrating a G factor in the model
(see Figure 3). Based on the first-order factors, the researcher can look at the individual profiles of scores.
Profile analysis might be much more interesting for visualizing multidimensional data than just looking at a
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single G factor (e.g., von Steinbüchel, Lischetzke, Gurny,
& Eid, 2006).
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2.

The researcher can measure the G factor more directly. For
example, in life satisfaction research one could use items
that directly target general life satisfaction (i.e., by using a
general life satisfaction scale). The common factor pertaining to the general life satisfaction items could be integrated
as an independent variable in a model with the specific
factors as dependent variables. The regression residuals of
the dependent factors would then be interpreted as specific
factors in a G factor model. Brunner et al. (2010) have
shown how this idea can be applied to the assessment of
academic self-concept. The self-assessed general academic
self-concept factor is used as an independent variable in
predicting the academic self-concept in different domains
and domain-specific factors are defined as residual factors
that are allowed to be correlated.

3. A G factor can be defined in a formative measurement
model as a linear combination of the first-order domainspecific factors (Willoughby, Holochwost, Blanton, & Blair,
2014). Because the first-order domain-specific factors (see
Figure 3) are well-defined even in the case of a singlesampling process also any linear combination of the firstorder factors is well-defined. Principal component analysis
is one way to obtain an optimal linear combination of
first-order domains as a definition of a general factor. This
idea of defining the G-factor as an emerging and not a latent
property has gained increasing interest, for example, in modern theories of intelligence research. Conway and Kovacs
(2015) give an up-to-date overview of new theoretical
approaches of intelligence research that do not define a
G-factor by a reflective measurement model—as is done
in the traditional bifactor model— but by a formative
measurement model. From the scope of stochastic measurement theory this seems to be a more appropriate
definition if the research design is characterized by a
single-level sampling process which is usually the case
when different domains of intelligence are selected by
theoretical assumptions.
4.

Another possibility would be to take individual means
across the first-order factor scores as a measure of G (aggregation approach). In this case a G factor also would have
a clear meaning from the scope of view of stochastic measurement theory. This is usually done when test scores are
defined by summing up item responses. If one takes the
means, however, one has to make sure that this is reasonable. It requires, for example, that the factors are measured
in the same metric. Taking the mean would also change the
meaning of the G factor when adding or removing domains.
Haberman (2007) as well as Reise, Bonifay, and Haviland
(2013) discuss in detail under which conditions it is reasonable to consider general and specific scale scores when
multidimensionality is present and give helpful advice for
deciding whether specific subscale scores are necessary in
addition to general total scores. An alternative to just summing up observed scores is to define the mean of the

different first-order domain-specific factors as a latent variable in the model (Koch, Lochner, & Eid, in press; Pohl &
Steyer, 2010).
We think that traditional G-factor models, although very popular,
might not be reasonable for all kinds of multidimensional constructs.
From a pure data analytical point of view a general higher-order factor
can always be modeled when the observed variables are positively
correlated (Krijnen, 2004), and there might be a strong temptation to
represent such correlations by a general factor. From the scope of
measurement theory, however, one has to give an answer to the
question what such a factor means. What does an individual factor
score tell us about the psychological state of an individual? If one
cannot give a clear answer to this question, the assumption of a
general factor might not be reasonable. In cases in which it is reasonable, however, a G-factor model can offer many interesting insights
into the data structure. The alternative models proposed in this article
might help researchers to find the most adequate model for their data.

Limitations
Similar to all other testable psychometric models the models presented in this article are defined based on homogeneity assumptions
that can be wrong in specific applications. For example, the
bifactor-(S – 1) model assumes that the indicators of the reference
domain as well as the indicators of the specific-factors are unidimensional. This assumption can be violated in practical applications. In
constructing items that should be analyzed with this model it is
necessary to pay careful attention to developing unidimensional items.
We have shown that the bifactor-(S·I – 1) model can be used if the
indicators of the reference domain are not unidimensional. However,
this model is more prone to estimation problems if the indicators of
the reference domain are strictly unidimensional. Therefore, it is
necessary to think carefully about the covariance structures of the
indicators one uses. Moreover, the models are not symmetrical and
one has to select a reference domain and reference indicators. Also the
fit of a model can change when different reference domains and
indicators are selected. Geiser et al. (2008) shows how the CTC(M-1)
model of multitrait-multimethod research can be restricted in such a
way that the fit does not depend of the reference method. This
approach can be used in an analogous way for the bifactor-(S – 1)
model.
In the applications of the models a limited information estimation approach based on the polychoric correlations has been used.
Because the specific factors in the new models can be correlated
estimation methods for these models do not profit from dimension
reduction (see Cai et al., 2011, for a deeper discussion). Therefore,
further research is needed to figure out under which conditions
other estimation methods such as full information maximum likelihood can be applied to these models.
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Appendix
Bifactor Models for Ordinal Observed Variables
Definition of Latent Variables Based on Ordinal
Observed Variables
In this appendix we show how the latent variables in the factor
models that we presented in the text for continuous observed
variables can be defined for ordinal response variables. We refer to
the graded response model (Samejima, 1969), because it is equivalent to the model of confirmatory factor analysis of categorical
response variables with ordered response categories (Takane &
deLeeuw, 1987). The basic idea of defining latent variables can
easily be transferred to other IRT models (such as logistic test
models).

A.1 Single-Level Sampling Process: Unidimensional
and Multidimensional First-Order Factor Models
The starting point in the graded response model are the cumulative response probability variables P(Yik ⱖ c | pU). A value
P(Yik ⱖ c | pU ⫽ u) of such a cumulative response probability
variable is the probability that an individual u gives an answer at
least in category c of the ordinal observed response variable Yik,
i ⫽ 1, . . . , Ik; Ik: number of indicators i belonging to domain k;
k ⫽ 1, . . . , K; K: number of domains. For simplicity, we assume
that all observed variables have the same number of response
categories c with c ⫽ 0, . . . , C. The response probability variables
are then defined for all c ⬎ 0. That means that there are C – 1
response probability variables. In order to make a linear decomposition—as is assumed in a factor analytic model—the cumula-

tive response probability variables P(Yik ⱖ c | pU) are transformed.
The graded response model uses the probit transformation. The
probit variable ick is defined as ick ⫽ ⌽⫺1[P(Yik ⱖ c | pU)]
where ⌽⫺1 is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of
the standard normal distribution. It is then assumed that all probit
variables belonging to the same observed variable (item) Yik are
translations of each other: ick ⫽ icc=k ⫹ ic=k. A common
item-specific latent variable ik can be defined as a translation of
an arbitrary probit variable. If one defines, for example, ik ⫽ i1k,
one obtains the measurement model ick ⫽ ick ⫹ ik where ick
is a threshold parameter and i1k ⫽ 0. The item-specific latent
variable ik is the probit variable belonging to the second response
category (c ⫽ 1) and the response probability variable P(Yik ⱖ 1 | pU). In
computer programs for structural equation modeling the probit
variable is not defined by fixing one threshold parameter per item
but by fixing the expected value of a probit variable to 0 (centered
probit variables). In order to define an item response model with
group-specific first-order factors it is assumed that the probit
variables belonging to the same domain are linear functions of
each other: ik ⫽ ␣ijk ⫹ ijkjk. In the case of defining the
item-specific probit variables by fixing their expected values to 0,
this equation reduces to ik ⫽ ijkjk. Now, a common factor can
be defined as a linear function of an arbitrary probit variable. If one
defines k ⫽ 1k one obtains the measurement equation ik ⫽
ikk (in the case of centered probit variables) with ik ⫽ 1. The
common domain-specific factor is then the probit variable of the
first item belonging to this group of items and has a clear meaning.

(Appendix continues)

ANOMALOUS RESULTS IN G-FACTOR MODELS

The probit model (graded response model) is equivalent to a
model of CFA for ordinal response models (CFA-OR) under the
following conditions:
1.

In the CFA-OR model it is assumed that there is a
*
latent response variable Y ik
for each observed variable
*
Yik. Both variables Yik and Y ik
are linked by the following threshold relationship (Eid, 1996; Millsap &
Yun-Tein, 2004; Muthén, 1984):

2.

We assume that all probit variables i1 belonging to
the reference domain are linear functions of the reference probit variable 11: i1 ⫽ Gi111.

3.

We assume that the regressions (conditional expectations) of all probit variables ik belonging to a nonreference domain (k ⫽ 1) on the reference probit
variable 11 are linear: E(ik | 11) ⫽ Gik11.

4.

For each domain we select the first indicator as reference indicator and assume that the all regression residuals ik ⫽ ik ⫺ E(ik | 11) belonging to the same
domain k are linear functions of the regression residual
of the first indicator: ik ⫽ Si11k.

5.

We assume that all observed responses are stochastically independent from each other given the latent
variables of the model.

*
Y ik ⫽ 0, if Y ik
ⱕ i1k ,
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*
Y ik ⫽ c, if ick ⬍ Y ik
ⱕ i(c⫹1)k, for 0 ⬍ c ⬍ C, and
*
Y ik ⫽ C, if i(C)k ⬍ Y ik
.
*
The threshold parameters ick split the continuous variable Y ik
into C categories.

2.

*
Each Y ik
variable can be decomposed in the probit
variable ik and an error variable εik:
*
⫽ ik ⫹ εik
Y ik
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A.4 Model With a Reference Indicator: The Bifactor(S·I – 1) Model
A bifactor-(S·I – 1) model can be defined by the following steps:

with Var(εik) ⫽ 1.

1.

We define all item-specific probit variables by fixing
their expected value to 0, i.e., E(ik) ⫽ 0.

A.2 Two-Level Sampling Process: Bifactor Model

2.

We assume that the regressions (conditional expectations) of all probit variables ik (i, k) ⫽ (1, 1) being not
equal with the reference probit variable on the reference probit variable 11 are linear: E(ik | 11) ⫽
Gik11.

Eid (1996) has shown that graded response latent state-trait
models for ordinal observed variables can be defined by the
following decomposition of the item-specific probit variables ik:
ik ⫽ Gik ⫹ Sikk
The item-specific probit variables ik are functions of the probit
variables ick ⫽ ⌽⫺1[P(Yik ⱖ c | pU,pDk)].

3.

For each domain that is not equal to the reference
domain we select the first indicator as reference indicator and assume that all regression residuals ik ⫽ ik ⫺
E(ik | 11) belonging to the same domain k are linear
functions of the regression residual of the fist indicator:
ik ⫽ Si11k.

4.

For the reference domain we take the second indicator as
a further reference indicator and assume that the all regression residuals i1 ⫽ i1 ⫺ E(i1 | 11) belonging to the
reference domain (k ⫽ 1) are linear functions of the regression residual of the second indicator: i1 ⫽ S2111.

A.3 Model With a Reference Domain:
The Bifactor-(S – 1) Model
Without loss of generality, we choose the domain k ⫽ 1 as
reference domain and take the first indicator of this domain (i ⫽ 1)
as reference indicator. The starting point is the probit variable 11.
If we consider continuous observed variables, the starting point is
the true score variable 11. A G-factor model can be defined by the
following steps:
1.

We define all item-specific probit variables by fixing
their expected value to 0, i.e., E(ik) ⫽ 0.

5. We assume that all observed responses are stochastically
independent from each other given the latent variables of
the model.

(Appendix continues)
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A.5 Mplus of the Models Applied
A.5.1. Bifactor-(S – 1) Model.
TITLE: Bi-factor (S-1) model with anger as reference domain
DATA: FILE IS “bifactor.dat”;
VARIABLE:
NAMES ARE
anger fury rage
sorrow depress unhapp
guilt embarras shame;
USEVARIABLES ⫽
anger fury rage
sorrow depress unhapp
guilt embarras shame;
categorical⫽
anger fury rage
sorrow depress unhapp
guilt embarras shame;
MISSING ARE ALL (9);
ANALYSIS:
PARAMETERIZATION ⫽ THETA;
MODEL:
! Definition of the G factor
G by
anger fury rage depress
sorrow unhapp guilt
embarras shame;
! Definition of specific factors
S_Dep by depress sorrow unhapp;
S_Shame by guilt embarras shame;
! Uncorrelatedness of G factor with specific factors
G with S_Dep@0 S_Shame@0;
OUTPUT: Standardized;
A.5.2. Bifactor-(S·I – 1) Model.
TITLE: Bi-factor (S-1) model with anger as reference domain

DATA: FILE IS “bifactor.dat”;
VARIABLE:
NAMES ARE
anger fury rage
sorrow depress unhapp
guilt embarras shame;
anger fury rage
sorrow depress unhapp
guilt embarras shame;
categorical⫽
anger fury rage
sorrow depress unhapp
guilt embarras shame;
MISSING ARE ALL (9);
ANALYSIS:
PARAMETERIZATION ⫽ THETA;
MODEL:
! Definition of the G factor
G by
guilt embarras shame
anger fury rage
depress sorrow unhapp;
! Definition of specific factors
S_Ang by anger fury rage;
S_Dep by depress sorrow unhapp;
S_Shame by embarras shame@1;
! Uncorrelatedness of G factor with specific factors
G with S_Ang@0 S_Dep@0 S_Shame@0;
OUTPUT: Standardized;
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